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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the abstract evolution equation 
which may arise from a partial differential equation of order 2m + 1 in which 
W(t)) and WN are families of linear elliptic operators of order 2m and F 
contains derivatives of order \cm. The objective here is to formulate a 
Cauchy problem for (1 .l) and to prove the existence and uniqueness of a 
solution by Hilbert space methods. 
Weak and strong solutions of (1.1) are specified in Section 2 where the 
uniqueness of a weak solution is established. A resolving operator is 
constructed in Section 3; this operator provides the weak solution of the 
homogeneous form of (1.1) and suggests the concept of a mild solution, 
essentially an integrated form of (1.1). The existence of a mild and weak 
solution of the nonlinear Cauchy problem is established in Section 4. No 
explicit requirements on the domains of the unbounded operators in (1 .l) 
are necessary, and the dependence of these operators on the time-parameter 
is essentially a measurability assumption. 
The abstract problem we consider here arises as a realization of various 
partial differential equations from problems in mathematical physics [2, 5, 
14, 25, 26, 271. Following [17], we say that a partial differential equation is 
of Sobolev-Galpern type if the highest order terms contain derivatives in 
both space and time coordinates. The first results on such a problem were 
obtained by Hilbert space methods [25]. Th is was generalized considerably 
and discussed by methods of generalized functions in [7-10, 171. Rather 
sharp results have been obtained for a particular example [S, 14, 271 that 
arises in fluid mechanics, and generalizations of this equation have been 
discussed by semigroup methods in [22-24,281. We shall extend these last 
results to include equations with space and time dependent coefficients, 
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generalized time-varying boundary conditions which are not necessarily 
of Dirichlet type, and nonlinearities as described above. Applications will 
be discussed in detail elsewhere, but an example is presented here in Section 5. 
2. WEAK AND STRONG SOLUTIONS 
Let V and H be separable Hilbert spaces with V a dense subset of H. 
Denote the inner-product and norm on V by (., .)V and 1 . IV, respectively, 
and similarly for H. Assume j v I,, > ) ZI jH for all v in V, so the injection of V 
into H is continuous. Let T, = [T, 7 + u] be a closed interval in the set R 
of real numbers. Suppose we are given two families of continuous sesquilinear 
forms on V, denoted by m(t; ., .) and I(t; ., .) for f E T,, . It follows from 
the theorem of F. Riesz that for each t in T,, there is a pair of bounded 
linear operators m(t) and Z(t) on V for which 
m(t; x9 Y) = (m(t) x, Y)V (2.1) 
@; x9 Y) = (4t) x, Yb (2.2) 
for all x and y in I/. Also, there is a pair of unbounded linear operators l%I(t) 
and L(t) on H with respective domains 
D(M(t)) = {x E v : sup{/ ?Yz(t; X, y)\ : y E V, I y l,rJ < I} < 00: 
D(L(t)) = {x E I’ : sup{1 Z(t; X, y)l : y E V, ! y /,y < I> < a} 
defined by the relations 
m(t; x7 Y) = W(t) 5, Y),Y 7 x E qqt)) (2.3) 
Z(c x> Y) = W(t) x, Y>ff > x E W(t)) (2.4) 
for all y in V. Our notation is closely patterned on that used in [3: 62-67, 
167-1681 and [19: 9-30,42-521. These references contain many examples 
of boundary value problems which are realized by our abstract model. 
The problem we consider is the following: Let m(t; 1, .) and {Z(t; ., .)}, 
V and H be given as above. Let u0 in I/ and the function F : T,xB, --f H be 
given, where B, = {X E V : / x - u,, /; < b). The function u : T, ---f V is 
a weak solution if it is strongly absolutely continuous, strongly differentiable 
a.e. with u’ inL( T, , V), U(T) = u,, , u(t) E B, , and 
m(t; u’(t), v> + 4t; u(t), 4 = (F(t, u(t)>, v)H (2.5) 
a.e. on T, for all v in V. Note further that if u(t) E @L(t)), then u’(t) E D(M(t)) 
and by (2.3)-(2.5) the equation (1.1) is satisfied. A function u is called a strong 
solution if it is a weak solution with u(t) E D(L(t)) a.e. on T, . 
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We shall use the notation of [12, Ch. III] with the following exceptions. 
The Banach space of Bochner-integrable functions from T, to V is &noted 
by L(T,, , I’). Absolutely continuous (strongly, weakly) is abbreviated to 
AC (respectively, SAC, WAC). The bounded linear operators on I’ are 
denoted by 5?( I’) and this space with uniform and strong operator topologies 
is denoted by ZzL(V) and q?(V), respectively. An operator-valued function 
h : T, -+ Z( I’) is SAC from T,, to zs( I’) if for each u E V, t ---f h(t) u is 
SAC from T,, to Y, and h is SAC from T, to ZTp,,( V) if it is SAC from T, to 
the Banach space L$l(V). 
The assumptions we make are as follows. 
A 1 . The functions t ---f “(t; qy) and t + Z(t; x,y) are bounded and 
measurable for each pair x, y in V. 
A a . There is a constant k, > 0 such that 
I m(t; x, %)I 3 kn ! x I$ 
for all x in I’ and t in T, . 
A a. Thereisab>Osuchthatforevery.z:inB,=(xEV: /x--JV<<6) 
the function t + F(t, X) is weakly measurable, for each t in T, and y in H the 
function x ---f (F(t, x), Y)~ is continuous on B, , and 1 F(t, x)I~ < p(t) a.e., 
where q E L( T, , R). 
A,‘. IF(t, X) -F(t,y)i, ,< K 1 x -y IV for all (t, X) and (t, y) in T,, x B, . 
A 4’ The functions t + m(t) and t + Z(t) are a.e. separably valued in S?,( I’). 
It follows from A, and the theorem on uniform-boundedness that there are 
positive constants K, and K, for which 
I m(C %Y)l G k’, I x Iv IY Iv (2.6) 
l4C X,Y)l G KL I LIZ Iv IY Iv (2.7) 
for all x,y in V [3, 191. Hence jl m(t)lj,tv, < Km and /I Z(t)lj,,,, < K, for 
all t in T,, , and the functions m and I : T, --f S?(V) are measurable in the 
weak operator topology. From A, it follows that each m(t) has a continuous 
inverse satisfying 
I1 m-Wbw) < k-,l (2.8) 
and that M(t) is a densely defined bijection of D(M(t)) onto H with 
The condition A, implies that F(t, X) is strongly measurable in t, and that 
for any x(t) strongly measurable T, -+ V with x(t) E Ba, the function 
t + F(t, x(t)) is weakly, hence strongly measurable T, + H. 
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The equation (2.5) is equivalent to an equation in I/ containing bounded 
operator coefficients. Since the injection of I/ into N is continuous, there is a 
natural mapping J : H -+ I’ defined by the identity 
for k in H and ‘u in V. J is continuous and // /\iztH,V, < I. Hence (2.5) is 
equivalent to 
m(t) u’(t) -1 l(t) u(t) = J . qt, u(t)) 
in I’ a.e. on T, . Note also that 
(2.10) 
m(t) Imm = J . M(t) and 49 ID(LW = J . L(t)* 
Suppose now that ur and u2 are weak solutions of (2.5). Then their difference 
2)(t) = : u,(t) - us(t) satisfies 
a.e. on T, . Hence if A, holds, then 
a.e. on T, . The SAC of ZI : T, --f I/ implies that the function a(t) ZY i z(t)\; 
is AC [Section 4, Lemma 51, and strong differentiability of u a.e. implies 
that (T is differentiable a.e. with a’(t) = 2 Re(v’(t), ~(t))~. From these 
equations it follows that 
From A,’ we then obtain 
I ~‘(9 < 42(2K, + 1) u(t) + k;‘,lK’ I ~(t>t 
= k;;(2K, + K2 + 1) u(t). 
Since a(t) is AC, this estimate yields by Gronwall’s inequality the estimate 
/ o(t)\ < U(T) exp{k;‘(2K, + K + l)\ t - 7 I} for t in T, . In particular, 
~~(7) = Z+(T) implies z+(t) = z+(t) for all t in T, . 
THEOREM 1. Assume A, , A, and A,‘. Then the-r-e is at most one weak 
solution. 
Remark. The measurability assumptions in A, were not utilized in 
obtaining Theorem 1. 
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3. THE LINEAR PROPAGATOR 
We shall later use the following well-known result whose proof follows by 
successive approximations [ 161. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a Banach space, T, = [T, rj + a], x0 E X and 
B(xo ) b) = (x E X : /( x - x0 I/ < b}, b > 0. Let f: T, x B(xO, b) -+ X 
satisfy 
6) t + f (t, x) : T, ---j X is strongly measurable for each x in B(xU , b), 
(ii) j( f (t, x)[l < q for all (t, x) in T, x B(x, , b), and 
(iii) iif (t, x) -f (t, y)ij < K I/ x -y /j for all (t, x) and (t, y) in 
T, x B(xO, b). Then on the interval T,, c = min[a, bq-l], there exists a unique 
continuous function t + x(t) : T, - X with x(t) E B(xO , b) and 
x(t) = xo + \’ f (4,@)) dS 
- s 
(3.1) 
for all t in T, , where s is given in T, . 
The integral here is a Bochner integral. Hence x(t) is strongly differentiable 
and satisfies 
x’(t) = f (t, x(t)), x(s) = x0 (3.2) 
a.e. on T, and SAC. Conversely, tf x(t) is strongly dazerentiable and satisfies 
(3.2) a.e. on T, and is WAC, then it satisjies (3.1). 
LEMMA 1. A bounded function m : T, --f g9(V) is measurable (in the 
strong operator topology) rf and only if there is a sequence of countably valued 
functions m, : T, + m( T,) _C Zs( V) such that mJt> + m(t) in -cLps( V). 
Proof. Since V is separable, the subset m(T,) = {m(t) : t E T,) has a 
countable strongly dense subset, say {& : n > I>, with & = m(t,) [20, 
p. 3581. The set m(T,) with the topology induced by ss( V) is metrizable, 
since m( T,) is bounded in ZU( Y), and a metric is given thereon by 
for 4, # in m(T,), where {xn : n 3 l} is dense on the unit sphere of V. 
Each of the real-valued maps t + ](m(t) - q&J xj ly is measurable [12, 
p. 731, and so also is t -+ d(m(t), I#~). Let Q > 0. Then each of the sets 
E, = {t E T, : d(m(t), an) < l } is measurable. Since U {E, : n 2 l} = T, , 
we can define an operator-valued function on T, by m,(t) = 4, for 
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tFE,h u {Ej : j < n}. Thus m, : T, + m(T,) is countably valued, 
measurable and d(m(t), m,(t)) < E for all t in T, . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. If A, and A, are true, then the functions t + m-l(t) and 
t - m-l(t) Z(t) are measurable, T,L + 6p,(V). 
Proof. By the lemma, there is a sequence of countably valued functions 
m,(t) with range in m(T,) such that m,(t) + m(t) in SS(V) on T, . From 
(2.8) it follows that m;‘(t) + m- l(t) in g?(V). That is, for .1c E V we have 
m;Ll(t) x - m-l(t) x Iv = 1 m;l(t)[m(t)y - m,(t)y]iV 
< k-,’ ; m(t)y - m,(t)y iv, 
where y = m-l(t) X. 
Let Z,(t) be a sequence of countably valued operators in 8( I’) converging 
to Z(t) in 5Zs( I’) on T, . Then we have, 
i m;l(t) In(t) x - m-l(t) Z(t) x /” 
< I m;ll(t)(L(t) - Z(t)) x Iv + I@C(t> - m-l(t)) z(t) x I Y 
< C I&,(t) - z(t)) x IV + i(miYt> - m-l(t)) Z(t) x IV 
so the sequence {m;‘(t) Z,(t)} of countably valued functions converges in 
L5y(V) to m-l(t) Z(t) on T, . Q.E.D. 
We can now construct the propagator. In the situation of Proposition 2, 
let X be the space I’ and define f (t, x) = -u(t) x, where a(t) = m-l(t) Z(t), 
and let b = K,a/h, . Then f satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1 with 
9 = K/k,, and c = a. Hence, for each x,, in V and s in T, there exists a 
unique continuous function t --f G(t, S) x0 which satisfies 
G(t, s) xo = xo - 
i 
t 43 G(t, s) x0 d5 (3.3) - 3 
on TO . The uniqueness implies that each G(t, S) is linear V -+ I’. From the 
inequality I G(t, 4 x0 IV f I x0 IV + I Ji II a(E)IIpP(v,! G(t, 4 x0 Iv d5 I it follows 
as in section 2 that 
I G(t, 4 x0 Iv < I x0 Iv exp(K&A so each G(t, S) belongs to Z(V). 
THEOREM 2. Assume A, and A, are true. There exists a function 
G : T, x T, -+ S?(V) which satisfies the following: 
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(i) For each x0 in V, the function x(t) = G(t, s) x0 is the unique solution 
of 
x(t) = x0 - J t a(5) x(t) dt, tET,. s 
(ii) G is a linearpropagator [4] (G(t, s) = G(t, [) G(&, s) and G(s, s) = I 
for all t, s, f in T,). 
(iii> II G(t, s)ll 23 yj G exd~&d 
(iv) G( ., S) : T, -+ p8( V) is SAC for each s E T, . 
COROLLARY. Assume A, in addition to the above. Then 
(v) G(t, s) is th e unique solution of G(t, s) = I - J: a([) G([, s) d[, and 
(vi) G( ., S) : T, -+ ZJ V) is SAC for each s E T, . 
Proof. Each of the functions t ---f m-l(t) and t -+ Z(t) : T, -+ =&(V) is 
measurable, so t -+ a(t) : T, -+ YU( V) is measurable. Taking X = ZU( V) 
and f(t, M) = -u(t) . M in Proposition 1, we obtain a unique operator- 
valued function which satisfies M(t, S) = I - J’s” a([) M([, S) dt. But for 
each x0 in V, rhe function t -+ M(t, S) x0 is the unique solution of (3 . 3), 
so M = G. Q.E.D. 
4. MILD SOLUTIONS 
We preface further discussion with some elementary remarks. 
LEMMA 2. If h : T, - g?(V) is differentiable a.e. and h-1 : T, - gS( V) 
is continuous, h-l(t) E (h(t))-l, then h-1 : T, + 6p,(V) is diferentiable a.e. 
and 
(h-l(t))’ = -h-l(t) h’(t) h-l(t). 
Proof. For 6 # 0 we have 
6-l(h-l(t + 8) - h-l(t)) + h-l(t) h’(t) h-l(t) 
= h-l(t + 6){6-l(h(t) - h(t + 6)) + h’(t)) h-l(t) 
+ (h-‘(t) - h-l(t + S)} h’(t) h-l(t), 
and the strong continuity of h-l implies that it is strongly bounded, hence 
uniformly bounded. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3. If h : T, --f Z8(V) is continuous and a.e. differentiable, and 
if u : T,, -F I7 is a.e. differentiable, then h(t) u(t) : T, -+ V is differentiable 
a.e. and 
(h(t) u(t))’ = h’(t) u(t) + h(t) u’(t). 
Proof. This follows from the usual identity and the observation that h is 
uniformly bounded. 
LEMMA 4. Let G(., .) be a linear propagator on J?(V) (Theorem 2(ii)). 
(i) If t + G(t, T) : T, + pu(V) is SAC, then fey everey t E T,, , 
s - G(t, s) : T,, 4 Zu( V) is SAC. 
(ii) Ifs + G(T, s) : T, + pu(V) is SAC and u : T,, ---f V is SAC, then 
s + G(T, s) u(s) : T, + V is SAC. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the identity 
G(t, ~1) - G(t, ~2) = G(t, s,)IG(s, > T) - G(s, , T)> G(T> 4 
and the uniform boundedness of G. The second follows from the estimate 
I G(T, ~1) ~(4 - G(T, 4 ubdv 
-< ii G(T, sl)II~~v~l 44 - Eli’ -1 I 4s3l~ll G(T, 4 - G(T, s&-(Y) 
and the boundedness of G and u. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. If u : T, + V and v : T, ---f I7 are SAC, then 
h(t) = (u(t)> v(t)>v 
is AC. 
Proof. This follows the usual proof that the product of AC functions 
is AC. Q.E.D. 
Assume now that A,, A, and A, are true. Let u be a weak solution of 
(2.5). Then U(T) = u,, and a.e. on T(, we have 
u’(t) + a(t) u(t) = m-l(t) . J . F(t, u(t)). (4.1) 
The function h(t) = G(t, T) is a.e. strongly differentiable on T, by 
Theorem 2(i), and h-l(t) = G(T, t) is strongly continuous, so Lemma 2 shows 
that the strong derivative is given by 
g G(T, t) = -G(T, t)(-a(t) G(t, 7)) G(T, t) = G(T, t) a(t) 
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a.e. on T, . Since G(T, .) is strongly differentiable a.e. and u(.) is strongly 
differentiable a.e., so also is G(T, a) u(.), and by Lemma 3 
; G(T, t) u(t) = G(T, t)[u’(t) + a(t) u(t)] = G(T, t) d(t) . J .F(t, u(t)) 
a.e. on T, . 
Assume further that A, holds. Then the corollary to Theorem 2 implies 
that G(., 7) is SAC in gU( V) and so the SAC of u yields by Lemma 4 that 
G(T, .) u(e) is SAC in V. W e may integrate the equation above to obtain 
. m-l(s) . J .F(s, u(s)) ds = G(T, t) u(t) - zq, 
and hence the fundamental integral equation 
u(t) = G(t, T) u,, + j” G(t, s) m-l(s) JF(s, u(s)) ds. 
7 
(4.2) 
DEFINITION. A continuous function u : T, -+ V which satisfies (4.2) is 
a mild solution. (This is meaningful whenever A, , A, and A, hold.) 
Conversely, let A, , A, and A, be true, and let u be a mild solution. From 
the identity 
u(t) = G(t, T) juo + jt G(T, s) m-l(s) JF(s, u(s)) dsj 
7 
and Lemma 3 it follows that u is strongly differentiable a.e., ~(7) = ~a and 
satisfies (4.1) a.e. on T, . For each x,y in V we have (G(t, s) x,Y)~ = 
(x, Y>Y - CJ: 43 G(t, s) x4!, Y>~ and hence 
(x, G*k $1~) = (x,r)v + St” (x, G*(t, s) a*(E>y)v dt. 
The indicated strong integral is clearly defined, so 
G*(& 4 Y = y + .f; G*(& s) u*(t) yd5 
and hence follows the SAC of G*(., T) in P$( V). From Lemma 5 and 
(~(t),y)~ = (~a + s: G(T, s) m-l(s) JF(s, u(t)) ds, G*(t, ~)y)~ it follows that 
u(t) is WAC. But u being WAC and the strong-derivative U’ belonging to 
L( T, , V) imply that 
u(t) = u. + jt u’(s) ds, 
7 
so u is SAC [12, p. 881. Thus, u is a weak solution. These results are 
summarized as follows. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let A,, A, and A, hold. A mild solution is a weak 
solution; hence there is at most one mild solution if A,’ holds. If A, holds then 
a weak solution is a mild solution. 
COROLLARY. Assume A, , A, and that F(t, x) = F(t) is in L(T, , H). Then 
there exists a unique weak (and mild) solution of the linear equation (2.5) and 
it is given by (4.2). 
This last result can be extended to the nonlinear equation. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, , A, , A, and A,’ hold. Then there exists a unique 
mild solution on some interval T, , where 0 < c < a and c is chosen suficiently 
small. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is easily obtained by solving (4.2) by successive 
approximations in the space C( T, , V) of continuous V-valued functions on 
T, , so we omit the standard details [3, 161. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We shall describe the implications of the abstract results above in a simple 
model that originates in certain problems of fluid flow, consolidation of clay 
and diffusion in fissured rocks. Our results include all of the boundary value 
problems associated with these applications. Since we intend to give a detailed 
discussion of applications elsewhere, the present description will be brief 
and formal. 
Let G be a bounded open set in Rn with smooth boundary aG; dx and ds 
denote Lebesgue measure on G and aG, respectively. Define N = L2(G), 
the space of (equivalence classes of) square-summable functions on G. 
The space V is the closure in the Sobolev space W(G) [l, 3, 6, 191 of the 
subspace of restrictions to G of those functions in Com(Rn) whose support is 
disjoint from a certain measurable subset r, of aG. Let I’, = aG - I’, be 
the remaining portion of the boundary. 
Let a > 0 and for each t E T, = [O, a] and each pair of functions+, I,A in V 
define 
m(t; 5% 99 = i$l j, mdx, t> W(x) W(x) dx 
t j, mdx, t> 444 5W dx + j,, 4, t> d(s) W ds (5.1) 
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where the coefficients (mij , ma} are given inL”(G x T,) and (Y E L”(8G x T,). 
We have suppressed the “trace” operator in the last term of (5.1). Similarly 
define on V the form 
+ \ 44x, 4 d(x) YW dx + s,, PCs, 9 4(s) Wds (5.2) 
‘G I 
with coefficients in L”(G x T,) and L”(BG x T,). The assumption A, 
is satisfied in this situation; V has the ZP(G)-norm and the constants K, 
and K, depend on the coefficients and the continuity of the trace 
map Hi(G) --, L2(8G). 
Assume further that there is a constant k,, > 0 such that 
a.e. on G x T, for all compkx n-tuples ({J; 
Re m,(x, t) > k, and ~l(s, t) > 0 a.e. on G x T, and aG x T, , respec- 
tively. It follows easily that Re m(t; 4,+) 3 k, / 4 I”, for all + in Hi(G), hence 
A, is satisfied. 
For simplicity, let F(t) be a summable function, T, -+ L2(G), given by 
F(t)(x) =f(x, t) a.e. for some f : G x T, --j C with I~(x, t)i < g(t) and 
6 j g(t)/ dt < 03. Nonlinear examples can be constructed easily; see [3] for 
typical results. 
Next, consider the condition A, . If ;,j are integers, 1 < i, j ,< n, and if 
R( .) is in L”(G), we can define by 
an operator B(R) in 9(V). The map B : L”(G) + 9(V) is linear and 
continuous, with // B(Iz)II,,~, < 11 k lILrn(o) . Hence if K is any separable 
subspace of L”(G), then B(K) is a separable subspace of ZU( V). Thus if one 
requires that for a.e. t in T, , every coefficient m,?( ., t), m,( ., t) belongs to K 
(and similarly for cu(., t)), then the operator-valued function t --f m(t) 
associated with (5.1) is a.e. separably valued. The condition A, is satisfied 
if the coefficients in (5.1) and (5.2) are suitably restricted (e.g., continuous) 
in the space variable. 
Also, one can obtain A, by restricting the time-dependence of the 
coefficients. If, for example, the coefficients are such that the family 
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of functions {llzij(x, .), m,(x, .), OI(S, .) : x E G, s E aG> is equiuniformly 
continuous (from the right) at each point of T, , then the mapping 
t + m(t) : T, + L&(V) is continuous (from the right) and hence {m(tj) : tj is 
dense in T,} is -li”J I’)-dense in m( T,). 
The unbounded operators given by (2.3) and (2.4) can be described as 
follows. Letting + E I’ and + E C,“(G), we see from (5.1) and (5.2) that 
M(t) + = - i Dimij(x, t, Djd + m&x~ t) d, 
i,j=l 
where the indicated derivatives are taken in the sense of distributions [21]. 
Note that the coercive estimate in A, implies that M(t) is strongly elliptic 
11, p. 861. 
Let {u(t) : t E T,} be a weak solution of the abstract problem. Then (2.5) 
implies that in 9’(G) 
M(t) u’(t) + L(t) u(t) = W), (5.3) 
so u(t) = u(x, t) satisfies the partial differential equation (5.3) with M(t) 
and L(t) given as above. The condition that u(t) E V implies the boundary 
condition 
u(x, t) = 0, XEr,. 
If we apply Green’s theorem (formally) we have from (2.5) and (5.3) that 
J’ ( ad(t) & {an,,,, + au’(t) + E + j?u(t)/ 4 ds = 0 
for all I/J in V. But for Z,!J in V, + = 0 on r, and is essentially arbitrary on r, , 
so this means that the expression above in brackets vanishes on r, . This is 
a “natural” or “variational” boundary condition on r, . The conormal 
derivative 
is a directional derivative on aG determined by the operator M(t), the exterior 
normal n(x) on aG and Green’s theorem [l, p. 1461. A similar expression 
holds for the conormal derivative determined by L(t). These coincide with 
the normal derivative when M(t) = L(t) = --d, , the Laplacian in R”. 
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